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As with many other matters, studying and seeing art helps me to understand how the passing of time 

affects things. It helps to understand that the meaning of objects is never fixed in the present, that it 

can always be subject to changes in the future. Works of art that at the time of their creation seemed 

destined to eternity were buried beneath others that History placed above them due to their greater 

value or relevance. Exiled from their original homes, medieval paintings and sculptures have been 

stripped of their original function; museums highlight qualities (aesthetics) that centuries ago were an 

almost irrelevant part of the work’s main objective (religious cult). The same can be said of artists 

whose achievements were overlooked by their contemporaries, although I would not like to insist on 

the much repeated romantic myth of the misunderstood artist, ignored in life and celebrated in death: 

most of the artists we admire today were also appreciated during their lifetime. Something we should 

be grateful to romantic taste –which in many cases is our own– for is to have broadened the realm of 

art in order to include not only the beautiful but also the strange or the ugly, rescuing forgotten figures 

like El Greco. (In his specific case, he was rescued from the oblivion to which he was confined in the 

centuries after his death; during his lifetime he was a much respected artist.) 

 

But the passing of the centuries does not only work in favour if that modern vocation of undoing 

historical affronts, glorifying those whom History had unjustly forgotten. Seen with sufficient distance, 

we frequently look at works of art which have remained fixed in the time they were created. At best, 

we see them as historical documents which are unable to awaken a purely aesthetic response in us. It 

is very possible that Rosario Weiss (Madrid, 1814-1843) will always be associated to the name of 

Francisco de Goya. She was the daughter of his housekeeper (some suggest she was also his). In the 

Museo Lázaro Galdiano we can now see thirty-seven of her works on paper, which are usually not 

exhibited for conservational reasons. They are mostly portraits and fashion drawings for women’s 

magazines. Rather than an immediate aesthetic evaluation, what these works arouse in the modern 

viewer, especially the portraits, is the evocation of a historical period: the portraits, rounded off in the 

lower part of the bust in an imitation of an oval, produce in me the same effect of an old photography 

in sepia. Their charm resides in serving as a testimony of the taste of a specific era and of a specific 

social class, this is, the circle of artists and intellectuals of which Weiss herself was part, some of whose 

members she portrayed: Zorrilla, Espronceda, Larra. Rosario Weiss was a great draughtswoman –she 

was even named professor of queen Elisabeth II– but her small portraits, like the one of her brother 

Guillermo, seem a little rigid to our modern eyes. 
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In some of the showcases in the exhibition, though, we find drawings of a different nature, which are 

closer to sketches than to finished works. Goya took a great interest in Weiss’s artistic education and 

one of the exercises she did was to copy a small self-portrait of her master. Unlike the one of her 

brother (made almost twenty years later), this portrait of old Goya does not conceal the violent, 

energetic and therefore more modern traces of the pen. Even her somewhat clumsy depictions of 

animals posses a vitality which her more carefully worked drawings do not. Our modern view, 

inherited from Romanticism, prefers the sketch before the overworked piece; it opts for that which 

seems to have been made in a moment of unleashed inspiration, like Goya’s Caprichos, which Rosario 

Weiss also reproduced in a sketchbook. It is extraordinary to discover that Weis made all these 

drawings when she was barely ten years old. With the privileged, sometimes arrogant, view with which 

we look upon events of the past, one may wonder what this artist could have achieved had she 

remained more faithful to the freedom of her Goya-influenced childhood instead of following the 

precepts of academicism with such zeal. But these rear-view assumptions are banal and somewhat 

unfair. 

 

When Rosario Weiss drew her small portraits of relevant figures of her time, she no doubt thought she 

was making a significant progress in relation to her first childhood attempts. To a certain degree they 

are: her technique is more precise, the features of the people seem real and she is perfectly capable of 

giving volume to the figures. Nonetheless, our modern eyes prefer the simple but strong traces of her 

depiction of Goya instead of the careful technique of her more refined portraits. As in nineteenth-

century academicism, today there are artists who seem to posses the truth of art. In their case, they 

think their works will forever retain the air of transgression or provocation which has made them 

famous. But no one is ever in charge of their own reputation. Even if one strives to maintain a 

privileged status in life, death will always leave them vulnerable to the relentless judgement of time. 

 

Drawings of Rosario Weiss in the Lázaro Collection. Museo Lázaro Galdiano. Serrano, 122. Madrid. 

Until 29 June. 

 

 
Rosario Weiss, Copy of a self-portrait by Goya, 1824. 
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